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ON THE MARKET
Age is really just a number, isn’t it?

G

iven its age, it’s a
wonder that this
New England Cape

still stands. But is a home supposedly built in 1690 the oldest
one in Southbury? Not officially, but maybe. “People have
made a study of this subject,
and haven’t called it the oldest,
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but it was never really clear on
what the oldest house is,” said
John Dwyer, the official town
historian. “It is very difficult to
put an exact year, because at
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One of the first families in Southbury, the Munns kept this 1690 New England Cape in their
family for a century and a half.

that time people didn’t go
around putting years on their houses.” All Dwyer could say is that while he is familiar with the nine-room home — constructed around a center chimney with four fireplaces,

versity. The cost is

wide chestnut floors, exposed beams, and both horizontal
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and vertical board moldings — there is a home in the

for non-members.

South Britain section of town that has been judged to be

ails, registration:

older. Still, given both style and record, this house certain-

-263-3711, ext. 10;

ly fits the primary criteria for early American construc-

dersnaturecenter.org

tion; although, even if it was built in 1690, that would be
The fireplace, one of four in the home, is surrounded
by wide-board chestnut floors.

t

decades after white colonists settled the region. According
to “Legendary Locals of Southbury,” written by Virginia

Palmer-Skok in 2013, 15 families who were intent on broader tracts of land
and their own church congregation left an established seaside community

them were the Stiles and Munn families. Information provided by listing

IN THE
DETAILS

agent Maria Taylor indicates that the house that now sits on eight acres was

Listing: Klemm Real Estate

built in 1690 by Stiles, but in 1723 it was conveyed to Munn, and remained

Price: $559,000

in that family until 1897. That means that for about 17 years before the con-

Bedrooms: 3 Baths: 2

struction of this home, there were Christians in the area. “Well, then it

Acreage: 8

would certainly have to be one of the oldest,” said tax assessor Michael Mo-

Year built: 1690

riarty. Paul Halas, the homeowner for 17 years, commented on the surpris-

Do you have a home for sale with a

ing warmth of such a historical structure, albeit one that was added onto in

story? We’d love to tell it. Share with

the 19th century. “It is remarkable how well it has held up, thrived and ad-

Alec Johnson at ajohnson@rep-

justed,” he said, “throughout the centuries. Even if it wasn’t the first, it was
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in 1673 and settled in areas that became Woodbury and Southbury. Among
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within the first wave. What, are we going to split hairs over here?”
— By Jack Coraggio
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